The contrast-response function o f a class of first order intemeurons in the fly's compound eye approximates to the cumulative probability distribution of contrast levels in natural scenes. Elementary information theory shows that this matching enables the neurons to encode contrast fluctuations most efficiently. efficient means of apportioning the neuron's limited response range; the inputs should be encoded so that all response levels are used with equal fre quency. Under this condition the information car ried by the responses can be maximised because the information channel achieves its maximum entropy [3, 4] .
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For the simplest case of a neuron representing a single input parameter with a single output param eter, this optimum can be attained when the input-output function corresponds to the cumulative probability function for the different input levels ( Fig. 1) , because equal output excursions corres pond to equal probabilities of input. The technique of using a cumulative probability function as a Neurons carry and process information and there ought to be situations in which neural coding follows the dictates of information theory [1] , Large monopolar cells (LMC's) are first order interneurons of the insect compound eye. Like the analogous bi polar cells of the vertebrate retina, their graded responses are driven by small groups of receptors with the same field of view [2] . The compressive intensity-response function of the receptors, com bined with lateral and self-inhibition, adjusts the LMC sensitivity to the background intensity so that their responses code contrast fluctuations rather than absolute intensity [3] . I show here that this intemeuron's contrast-response function matches the range of contrasts encountered in natural scenes so as to increase the efficiency with which information is encoded.
A fundamental limitation upon neural coding is the restricted range of responses with which a neuron can represent the states of its inputs. For a graded potential cell like the LMC, the response range is ultimately limited by reversal potentials. How should a neuron weigh its inputs so as to best represent their states? If sensitivities are set too high then inputs will often saturate the response, and in formation will be lost through clipping. Con versely, when sensitivities are set too low, large parts of the response range are underutilised be cause they correspond to exceptionally large ex cursions of input. Information theory [4] suggests an Upper curve: -probability density function for stimulus intensities: Lower curve: -the intensity-response function that implements the strat egy. In this example the neuron has 10 response states, corresponding to 10 "just noticeable differences" in re sponse. The intensity-response function ensures that the interval between each response level encompasses an equal area under the intensity distribution, so that each state is used with equal frequency. In the limit where the states are vanishingly small this intensity-response function corre sponds to the cumulative probability function for stimulus intensities.
coding characteristic is used in digital image pro cessing, and is called "histogram equalization" [5] . Note that this coding procedure amplifies inputs in proportion to their expected frequency of occur rence, using the response range for the better resolu tion of common events, rather than reserving large portions for the improbable.
To see if the first order interneurons of the blowfly's compound eye use this coding procedure I compared their contrast-response functions with the contrast levels measured in natural scenes, such as dry schlerophyll woodland and lakeside vegetation. Relative intensities were measured across these scenes using a detector which scanned horizontally, like the ommatidium of a turning fly. It consisted of a PIN photodiode, operating within its linear range, in the focal plane of a quartz lens. A combination of coloured glass filters (Schott, KG 3 + BG 38) was used to give the detector a spectral sensitivity similar to a fly monopolar cell [3] , The scans were digitised at intervals of 0.07 0 and convolved with a Gaussian point spread function of half-width 1.4°, corresponding to the angular sensitivity of a fly photoreceptor [6] . Contrast values were obtained by dividing each scan into intervals of 10, 25 or 50°. Within each interval the mean intensity, 7, was found, and substracted from every data point to give the fluctuation about the mean, AI. This difference value was divided by the mean to give the contrast, A I II. The cumulative probability dis tribution of contrast levels (Fig. 2) was derived from 15000 readings. As expected, the range of contrasts encountered increased with the width of the interval used, but the difference between the two larger intervals, 25° and 50°, was small. The intemeuron's contrast-response function was measured using the techniques developed for intra cellular recording in the intact retina of the blowfly, Calliphora stygia [3, 6] . Individual LMC's were light adapted by a bright steady background and the responses to sudden increments and decrements about this level recorded (Fig. 2) . Repeated re sponses to the same stimulus were averaged to enhance the reliability of the data. The light adapted contrast-response function approximates to the sig moidal form of the cumulative probability function for contrast levels in natural scenes (Fig. 2) . This matching indicates that this class of neurons uses the strategy for efficient coding suggested by infor mation theory. Since small departures from re sponse equiprobability have a marginal effect on entropy [4] , there should be little redundancy asso ciated with the LMC response to natural scenes. The successful application of a central concept from information theory, entropy, to a neuron's transfer function validates Barlow's suggestion that redundancy reduction is an important principle in neural coding [1] . In this context it is interesting that many of the bipolar [7] and ganglion cells [8] of the vertebrate retina have intensity-response functions similar to LMC's, suggesting that the efficient cod ing of the available information into neurons is an essential first step in visual processing. The strategy of matching a neuron's input-output function to the expected distribution of signals so as to increase the information capacity is equivalent to impedance matching, ensuring that the maximum amount of information is transferred between elements. For this reason the coding procedure described here might find a wider application among nervous systems.
